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Division 59: Water, $81 829 000 — 

Mrs L.M. Harvey, Chairman.  

Dr G.G. Jacobs, Minister for Water. 

Ms M. De Lacey, Acting Director General. 

Mr R.D. Hammond, Director, Water Resource Use. 

Mr J. Loney, Director, Strategic Policy and Water Services. 

Mr P. Parolo, Manager, Finance and Administration. 

Mr T. Sparks, Manager, Salinity and Water Resource Recovery. 

The CHAIRMAN: Minister, could you please introduce your advisers? 

[Witnesses introduced.] 

The CHAIRMAN: The member for Cockburn. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I refer to note 3 under “Explanation of Significant Movements” on page 734 of the Budget 
Statements. What is the $250 000 allocated in the 2009–10 budget for the independent assessment of treating 
large saline reserves east of the Darling Escarpment being spent on? What has it achieved? Can the minister 
direct me to the published report on this program? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The Collie Basin — 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: It is not the Collie Basin. I referred specifically to the independent assessment of treating 
large saline reserves east of the Darling Scarp. There were two programs; one was the independent assessment 
for the Collie Basin and the other was the independent assessment of treating large saline reserves east of the 
scarp. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The study of the reserves east of the Darling Scarp has yet to be finalised. Essentially, the 
member asked what has it achieved — 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: So it has commenced. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: It has commenced; however, we do not have the results of that program or the investigation. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: How has that contract been let and who did it get let to? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I refer that question to Tim Sparks. 

Mr T. Sparks: The contract has been let through standard procurement practices through the Department of 
Treasury and Finance. It has been awarded to URS, an environmental and engineering consultancy. It has 
commenced. The literature review is underway and a steering committee oversees that independent review. We 
expect that it will be finished in the vicinity of 19 July.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Finished when? Sorry, say that again. 

Mr T. Sparks: The independent review will be completed—that is, the first report undertaken—by 19 July.  

Mr P.T. MILES: I refer to the first paragraph under “Asset Investment Program” on page 737 of the Budget 
Statements. Can the minister explain the proposed expenditure on the Wellington Dam desalination project? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: That is a very important project. We had a pilot, as the member for Balcatta would know, 
and some first flush of the eastern branch was diverted into a coal void to prevent that first flush of saline 
running into the Wellington Dam. Therefore, the program was put forward that if we could divert the first saline 
flush of winter from directly running into the dam, we would reduce salinity in the Wellington Dam. That is very 
important because a significant amount of the water from Wellington Dam services irrigators and 
horticulturalists. The project governance and technical work have advanced well throughout the year. The 
preliminaries to works process for the project is due to start shortly and will signify our formal start to the 
project. Chicken Creek coal void is full of water and essentially there is also a requirement to empty that because 
the Wesfarmers coalminers need to mine coal very close to that void.  

The Department of Water has arranged—I might ask Tim Sparks in a moment for some further detail—to utilise 
the Water Corporation to deliver, engineer, procure and construct a contract to deliver the infrastructure, which 
will be delivered in stages. Stage 1 will construct a water treatment plant and associated pumps and pipes to treat 
and dispose of the salty river water diverted into Chicken Creek coal void — 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: By what means, minister? 
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The CHAIRMAN: Further questions need to be put by the person who asked the original question, member for 
Balcatta. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: I am just seeking clarification to help the minister explain, Chair. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: It is a part of proof-of-concept trial diversions that were already done in 2005 and 2007. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: Out of the void into the pipe—where does it go? 

The CHAIRMAN: Member for Balcatta, please stop interjecting on the minister while he is answering. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: I am just trying to help him, Chair. 

The CHAIRMAN: He does not need your help, member for Balcatta; please do not interject. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: I was seeking clarity — 

The CHAIRMAN: Please do not interject on the minister while he is trying to answer the question. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: We will attempt to answer these questions for the member for Balcatta because I know that 
he had been involved in his previous role; I understand that. 

The money is obviously in the budget to carry this project forward. There is also an additional $5.2 million 
allocated over two years from the royalties for regions program, contingent on a business case for royalties for 
regions, plus $1.8 million over two years from the South West Development Commission. That is a total of 
$7 million. In the initial phase we will use a 2.5 gigalitre diversion and we hope to step that program up to 
4.5 gigalitres. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: Can the minister explain where the diversion goes? Where does the water go? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I will get to that. The aim is to get the saline content of the Wellington Dam down to 650, 
which would be the right result for fit-for-purpose industrial water to supply the Collie Basin. Water Corporation 
sent letters to stakeholders in the week of 24–28 May containing copies of the notice of proposal. Newspaper 
advertising on 29 and 30 May described the project in summary and provided a mechanism for formal objections 
to be lodged. This commenced the preliminaries to works process for stage 1. For some of the more technical 
aspects of the project, I defer to Tim Sparks who is the project manager for the salinity project in Collie. 

Mr T. Sparks: In the time since the 2007 diversion there have been some evaporation losses from the Chicken 
Creek 4 water, so the amount has been reduced a bit. We would build a kit and a desalination plant that would 
process that water, and the brine would be put down the Verve Energy seawater disposal pipeline. That same kit 
would then become part of a permanent diversion, as the minister said.  

[7.10 pm] 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: I thank the minister for explaining it. I refer to the independent review that the minister 
had done, which the member for Cockburn alluded to in part. Will the minister’s proposals be fully or partly in 
keeping with the outcome of that review? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: That is a good question. That review and the independent results are with me at the moment. 
Essentially, there were some issues of commercial confidentiality with that report. The member for Balcatta 
would understand that there were people who were prepared to come forward with proposals, but they were 
concerned that if they gave us a good idea and someone got a hold of it, their intellectual property would be 
pinched. Therefore, they were not happy to bring that forward. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: That was not the question, minister. The question was: is the project that the minister is 
taking forward here, which is quite a major project and one that I want to fully support, fully or only partly in 
keeping, or not in keeping at all, with the outcome of that review? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The answer is that it is partly in keeping with the outcome of that review. What we were 
looking for from the independent review was a whole-of-upper-Collie-Basin review. The pilot expansion took 
place under the member for Balcatta’s guidance. This is an expansion of that. The independent review was to 
look more wholly at the whole of the basin. That will be released soon, as well as the office — 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: What I am trying to get clear is whether the proposal, which I think is a very good one on 
paper, is in conformity with the recommendations made in the review, or did the review want to go down a 
different path? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The short answer, without breaching any commercial confidentiality, is that it goes down the 
same path. 
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Ms A.R. MITCHELL: I refer the minister to the efficiency indicators in the table on page 735 of the Budget 
Statements. The first efficiency indicator is the average cost per allocation plan completed. Can the minister 
explain the significant fall in the average cost per allocation plan completed last year compared with the 2009–10 
budget? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I thank the member for Kingsley. There is obviously a variation of about $492 000 between 
the 2009–10 budget and the 2009–10 estimated actual. I suppose that it could be explained as an increase in the 
number of water allocations completed. The member for Balcatta would understand that the Department of 
Water works very assiduously at these plans and there comes a point at which a number of the plans are 
completed. When a number of the plans are completed, the average cost reduces. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I have a question on the same point on the water plan. Last Friday the minister released the 
Pilbara regional water plan, which painted a very bleak picture for the supply of water to the key regional coastal 
towns of Dampier, Karratha and Port Hedland. The report suggests a number of options, which include building 
a desalination plant and piping water over long distances from bore fields. Can the minister inform the 
committee of the capital cost of delivering those options? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I am very happy to answer this question because I have recently visited the region. The 
Department of Water, and particularly Rob Hammond, have taken me across the area. We flew over it and 
looked at all the options. I could spend three-quarters of an hour — 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I just want to know about the capital costs involved. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Can the member direct me to — 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: On page 735 of the Budget Statements is a reference to plans for ensuring that the state’s 
water resources are managed. The Pilbara regional water plan is one of those. What is the actual capital cost 
involved? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: That was a plan to explore the options; it was not about putting a figure on the capital cost. It 
noted all the different options, such as the Water Corporation building its own desalination plant or building one 
in partnership with City Pacific or other miners in the region. It referred also to the development of the Bungaroo 
and Solomon bore fields — 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Can the minister tell us the capital costs? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Those figures have not been arrived at. This was a plan about costing options, not about 
particular costings. It is important to get to an option. As the member said, there are significant demands for 
water. The water supply that we have relied upon has been, essentially, surface water. The cyclones have not 
materialised and the state is drying up. There is a demand to develop the resource, and we are going through the 
process to develop that resource. When we have actually decided on an option, which may be a stand-alone 
option or a combination of options in partnership with other stakeholders in the region, we will have a costing. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: It is unfortunate that the minister is unable to provide the committee with a response to the 
question I put to him about costings and options because the department has already done a report on exactly 
those options. That report was funded out of royalties for regions funding and it was procured by the Department 
of Water on the minister’s behalf to ascertain exactly how much those options would cost. The report is called 
the “Pilbara Integrated Water Supply, Pre-feasibility Study Final Report”, which was delivered to the minister in 
May 2009. The report was done by KBR, Marsden Jacob and MHW. For the benefit of the minister, given that 
he does not know, the costs associated with the options that are in the report that the minister released last Friday 
start at $74 million. That is how much the initial developments are for those options that are identified in the 
minister’s report, yet the minister does not know about the engineering works that have been done on the very 
report that he released last Friday. Can the minister explain to the committee why he does not know about it? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The member for Cockburn is trying it on. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I am not trying it on at all. I asked the minister a question about how much it would cost to 
fund some key projects to prevent Dampier and Port Hedland from running out of water, which is where our 
wealth comes from. This is part of the government’s policy of developing future cities in the Pilbara. That is 
what was in the minister’s report, which he released last Friday, and the recommendations contained in the report 
are required if we are to establish future cities in the Pilbara. I asked the minister how much those options would 
cost and the minister had no idea. He told the committee that that work needs to be done. It already has been 
done and was given to the minister last May. Clearly, the minister has not read the report. Can the minister 
explain to the committee why he has not? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The member for Cockburn is being unreasonably aggressive. Essentially, we released a plan 
about the options for the resource. What the final options are, whether they be one of those, a combination of 
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those or whether they be in partnership with the other stakeholders, is dependent on what the final figure will be. 
I know of the pre-feasibility study — 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: The minister did not know. 

The CHAIRMAN: Member for Cockburn! 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I asked the minister a question. It is in the executive summary. 

The CHAIRMAN: Member for Cockburn! I call the member for the first time. Please stop interjecting on the 
minister who is attempting to answer the member’s question. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The question was about how much this is going to cost. Although those figures have been 
done, the final cost depends on which options and which combinations and permutations are chosen.  

[7.20 pm] 

The member is trying to get me to give a cost for supplying water to the Pilbara, when it is dependent on all 
those options, including the use of mine dewatering water — 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: The minister does not know at all. He probably has not even read the report. It is disgraceful. 
The north west is running out of water —  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: It is not disgraceful.  

The CHAIRMAN: Member for Cockburn, I do not even have you listed as a member of this committee at 
present.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I think you do, Madam Chair. I think you do. Look again. 

The CHAIRMAN: The member is not on my list.  

Mr T.G. STEPHENS: Something is wrong with your list, Madam Chair.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Something is very much wrong with your list, Madam Chair. Given that I am the shadow 
Minister for Water, I would think I would be on the list. 

The CHAIRMAN: I actually have neither member listed. The member for Mandurah has come in to sort it out. 
It is because we swapped the times. In the interim, I will give a question to the member for Kingsley, who is 
listed as a committee member at this stage.  

Mr T.G. STEPHENS: Are you on the list, Madam Chair?  

The CHAIRMAN: I am listed to chair this session. My name is there.  

Ms A.R. MITCHELL: I refer to page 740, the heading “Details of Controlled Grants and Subsidies”, and the 
line item “Premier’s Water Foundation”. Can the minister explain what the Premier’s Water Foundation is and 
where that expenditure will occur?  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I thank the member for Kingsley for the question. The information that I have says that the 
Premier’s Water Foundation fosters research and development, challenges boundaries, and investigates 
innovative ways to manage our water resources. There have been two rounds of funding. Round 1 was approved 
in December 2004, and round 2 was approved in September 2006. In round 1, the total grant was $2.6 million; in 
round 2, it was $3.1 million. There is a whole list of projects in that. If I tried to explain those, I might get some 
protestations from across the chamber. I am happy to take any supplementary questions on that.  

Ms A.R. MITCHELL: So, is it a grants program?  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Absolutely. 

Ms A.R. MITCHELL: So will less money be available in the next financial year—2011–12—for that program? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Yes. The Premier’s Water Foundation has been running, as the member would understand, 
for a while. There are some moneys for that this year—2110–11—of $1.6 million. It then goes to $284 000, and 
then $51 000, and that is the program. I will refer the question to John Loney. 

Mr J. Loney: This program, as the minister has said, was released under two rounds of $3 million of funding, so 
the full funds have been allocated. However, because research programs can take up to two or three years, 
funding is paid out on achievement of certain milestones. So, the expected funding is set out in future years. 
There is no new money available. All the existing funding has been allocated. It will last another two or perhaps 
three years.  
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Mr F.M. LOGAN: I refer to page 732. The second dot point under the heading “Significant Issues Impacting 
the Agency” talks about “meeting the state’s water demands with water availability reducing due to drying 
climate”. It also makes reference to the latest Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation’s 
south west sustainable yields report. Key finding 3 in that report states that almost all the daily global climate 
models used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change fourth assessment report predict that climate in 
the region will get hotter and drier by 2030 relative to the historical period. Why, then, is there no reference in 
the budget papers, and in many of the recent documents released by the minister’s department, to climate change 
and the impacts arising from global warming? For example, the dot point I have just referred to mentions climate 
conditions, not climate change.  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Whether the member for Cockburn believes in climate change, and whether that is a 
permanent change or whether it is a large drying cycle, and, added to that, whether the member thinks that if 
there is climate change, it is because of something that we are doing as human beings, I say, “No matter”. We are 
faced with the predictions that have been made by many reputable organisations, such as the CSIRO in the south 
west sustainable yield study, which shows that by 2030, the surface water capacity will potentially go down by 
25 per cent. I am not about talking semantics about climate change or whatever. What I am about is the 
responsible management of the water resource. That is about identifying a consumptive pool and managing that 
consumptive pool, and it is about allocations plans. It is essentially about planning for the future. The member 
knows and I know that with the Murray–Darling basin, we did not just wake up one morning and it had 
happened. It had been brewing for about 25 years. That is the real issue. The real issue is not about semantics 
and about whether I am a believer in climate change or whether I am a believer in some of the industrial impacts 
that we are having that are producing climate change. We know the predictions. Is this just a drying cycle that 
we are going to come out of? I do not know. But we need to be responsible with the predictions that we have 
been given. That is what all the people who are around me today are about. It is about trying to manage—the 
member for Balcatta would know this—the water resource in the future in a responsible manner. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Further to that question, the minister touched on whether he actually believes in climate 
change. Does the minister believe in climate change? Does he believe it is actually happening? Does the minister 
think there has been environmental change through global warming? Further to that, has the minister ever, either 
verbally or in writing, instructed departmental staff to remove the term “climate change” from Department of 
Water documents? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: There have been times when I have asked them, in the documents that have come by me, to 
reflect what I have said to the member just now.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Minister, is that a yes? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: We could argue the semantics of this. But that does not make me any less responsible for 
developing policy and for managing the resource into the future. 

The CHAIRMAN: Members this is not a broad-based philosophical discussion. Members do need to relate their 
question to the budget papers. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Madam Chair, I draw your attention to the dot point that I am talking about. It is about 
meeting the state’s water demands with water availability reducing due to drying climate. That is exactly what 
we are talking about. The CSIRO report that is referred to in that dot point goes to that very point. This is very 
serious. Further to that point, and to the answer that the minister has just given, on the basis of what the minister 
has just said, there have been times when the minister has instructed the departmental staff to remove the 
wording “climate change” from documents. 

Mr P.T. MILES: What relevance does that have? 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Madam Chair, can I ask the question? 

Mr P.T. MILES: It is not a question. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: It has nothing to do with the member. I do not know what happened to the member for 
Wanneroo over the dinner break, but he has become very aggressive. 

The CHAIRMAN: All interjections are out of order. Member for Cockburn, please get to the end of your 
question. 

[7.30 pm] 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Does the minister stand by his view that Western Australia’s drying climate is, in fact, an act 
of God and has nothing to do with climate change? 

The CHAIRMAN: That question is not relevant. 
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Mr F.M. LOGAN: It is relevant; very relevant, Madam Chair. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I do not have to answer the question, I presume, but to address the question of whether I 
have instructed anyone, no, I have not, but if the text comes to me, it is a letter that has been written, and I want 
to reflect more of what I have just said, then I will do that. But as far as instructing is concerned, I cannot instruct 
any of these people to necessarily believe what I believe. If I am writing the letter and I want to convey — 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: This is in respect of documents, minister. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Having said all that, it does not discount my degree of responsibility in managing this finite 
resource, which is something the member would often challenge me on in Parliament. He scoffed at that word. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I would like an answer from the minister. He should remember that this is Parliament and I 
would like a straight answer from him. If he is found to be misleading Parliament, it is the end for him. I will ask 
him the question again: has the minister ever, either verbally or in writing, instructed his departmental staff to 
remove the words “climate change” from documents? 

The CHAIRMAN: Minister, before you answer that, I point out to the member for Cockburn that the reference 
at the bottom of page 732 is to meeting the state’s water demands with water availability reducing due to a 
drying climate. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: With due deference, Chair, that is what the question is about. It is not your job to protect 
the minister, it is to allow the estimates committee to ask him questions. Millions of dollars are being spent. This 
is a question central to the spending of that money, and he has to answer the question. Your job is about 
accountability, not protection of the minister. 

The CHAIRMAN: I beg your pardon, member for Balcatta, I am not in the habit of protecting ministers in this 
place. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: Then let him answer the question. 

The CHAIRMAN: I am drawing the member for Cockburn’s attention to the fact that this is an estimates 
committee with respect to the budget document. We are looking at division 59. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: There is $73 million in taxpayers’ money being spent, and a lot of that is going to climate 
change. The minister’s views on climate change are central to this expenditure. It is for the estimates committee 
to get this minister’s views on the matter on the record. 

The CHAIRMAN: With respect, member for Balcatta, the minister’s answer needs to reflect what we have in 
front of us in the budget papers. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: Which is $73 million of expenditure, a lot of it going to climate change. His answer is 
required. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Madam Chair, I related to you earlier what the dot point refers to. 

The CHAIRMAN: It says “drying climate”. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I did not write these documents; the minister and his department did. They included 
reference to the CSIRO report, which is all about climate change. They put it in there and I think that as it is 
included in the Budget Statements, we have every right to question it. 

The CHAIRMAN: Member for Cockburn, I am not really interested in arguing with you over this. My direction 
to the minister was that your question was related to page 732 in respect of drying climate. The minister can 
answer as he sees fit. That is the custom for the estimates committee. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: We are waiting for the answer. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Madam Chair, I have asked him the question before; I just want him to confirm it. I have put 
it to him very simply. 

The CHAIRMAN: We are wasting precious time, and the minister may answer as he sees fit. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Has the minister given that instruction, or has he not? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I have answered this question fully. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: The minister has, or is he denying it? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I have answered this question. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: The minister has instructed, or is he denying it? He has made that instruction. Next 
question. 
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Mr P. ABETZ: I refer to page 735 and “Expenditure on Water Licence Administration” under “Efficiency 
Indicators”. The average cost per water licence is shown as decreasing somewhat, having peaked in the 
estimated actual for 2009–10. Can the minister elaborate on who is paying these water licences and what the cost 
issues are? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I thank the member for Southern River. He is referring to the line item, “Average Cost per 
Water Licence (All Categories)”, which goes from an estimated actual of $2.097 million in 2009–10 to a budget 
target of $1.790 million for 2010–11. I will defer to Rob Hammond for that explanation. 

Mr R.D. Hammond: The efficiency indicator for water licences has gone down largely because we brought 
about a number of programs to improve expenditure on individual licences, particularly a risk-based approach. 
We have done this particularly in areas like the Pilbara, where we have reduced the backlog of licences 
dramatically, and the time taken to issue licences. It actually reflects that we are getting an awful lot more 
efficient at issuing licences across the state. 

Mr P. ABETZ: Is this about accessing the freshwater licences? Is it about accessing other water, such as 
recycled water and that type of thing? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: My understanding is that it is for potable, human consumption water, but Rob might also 
expand on that. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: It is not only potable water. 

Mr R.D. Hammond: The water is not only potable water. In particular, quite a lot of the volume is actually 
mine dewatering, some of which is not potable. For example, in Kalgoorlie it may be hypersaline. This is our 
licence water in the areas of the state that we licence. We do not licence only potable water. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: At the bottom of page 731 there is an item, “Water License Administration Expenses”, 
and a note underneath it. The note at the bottom refers to the Economic Regulation Authority and I understand 
that process. In each of the out years there is an amount of $5 799 000, which is quite specific. That is based on a 
new licence administration fee or levy. Can the minister please explain the basis of that fee, which leads to an 
amount of $5.799 million? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I thank the member for Balcatta for the question. The member is right; it is not a perfect 
figure and not a perfect science, but I will refer the question to Mr Hammond about the predictions moving 
forward for the licence administration. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: To clarify, the figure before that, which is $4 490 000, is what the fee would have 
collected, but it was disallowed. The minister has put in a fee that will bring in a bit more, so I want to 
understand the basis for that calculation. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I understand the question. Mr Hammond. 

Mr R.D. Hammond: The figure of $5.799 million is the figure that was originally expected to be collected from 
fees when they were introduced twice. Treasury has put that figure in because it has reduced our budget by that 
much, and this is to get that amount of money back in subsequent years. Whether it is actually $5.799 million has 
not yet been determined, but in 2006 that was the number we were looking for.  

[7.40 pm] 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I refer the minister to the first dot point headed “Allocation of Water Resources —
 Supporting Economic Development” on page 733 of budget paper No 2, and ask: what approvals have been 
given by the department for the Gindalbie Metals’ mining operation to draw water for its proposed iron ore 
slurry pipe operation in the Mid West? How much water has Gindalbie been given approval to extract—if it has 
been given approval—and is this a potable or possible potable water source?  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Which line item or dot point on page 733?  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: The first dot point “Allocation of Water Resource — Supporting Economic Development”. 
Gindalbie has been around for a long time and you guys know about it. Has Gindalbie been given approval for 
the allocation of water for its slurry pipe operations; and, if so, how much, and is that potable or possibly 
potable?  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I understand the project; I think it is a magnetite project.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: It has been around for a long time.  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The process is to add water and move the product in a slurry and potentially take the water 
back out again.  
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Mr R.D. Hammond: The negotiations with Gindalbie and the licence issue is still ongoing, particularly because 
Gindalbie has changed some of its proposals and we believe it may not be having a slurry pipeline now.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: On the basis that the minister probably has these figures in front of him, and assuming 
Gindalbie did come back and ask for that, does the minister know how much water Gindalbie would need for its 
slurry pipe operation? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Mr Hammond, do you have any idea of the magnitude?  

Mr R.D. Hammond: I would have to take that as a question on notice, but it is of the order of 10 gigalitres a 
year.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Could we get some idea about that as supplementary information, and whether it is potable 
or possibly potable?  

The CHAIRMAN: Could the minister define what he will be providing by way of supplementary information? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Mr Hammond can respond to the question of potable versus non-potable.  

Mr R.D. Hammond: It is not potable; it would not be drinking-quality water.  

[Supplementary Information No A39.]  
Mr P.T. MILES: My question to the minister relates to the bottom of page 731 under “Major Spending 
Changes”, and I refer to the royalties for regions expenditure for the Gascoyne irrigation pipeline project of just 
over $11 million for this financial year. Can the minister outline that project?  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I thank the member for Wanneroo. That is an interesting figure and I have to say right up-
front that there is somewhat of an anomaly there. I will defer to Peter very shortly, if I may. The state, through 
royalties for regions, has committed $7.56 million, $7.4 million from GWAMCO, the Gascoyne Water Asset 
Mutual Cooperative, and $6.6 million from the feds. The figure of $11.28 million happens to be a combination 
of two of those figures, which is actually royalties for regions and commonwealth funding.  

Mr T.G. STEPHENS: That is an incorrect figure attributed to the $11 million?  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Technically. It is one of the questions that I asked when I read the papers.  

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: Can we also get an answer on how much the cooperative has to put in?  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I am being very good accepting all these questions from the side.  

The CHAIRMAN: Further questions need to be put by the proposer of the question, but is the minister prepared 
to accept the question?  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Yes, that is fine. I have nothing to hide here.  

The CHAIRMAN: Is the minister deferring to one of his advisers for this answer?  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I refer to Peter Parolo, finance manager, if I may. 

Mr P. Parolo: I will clarify that item. There is an error in the heading. It relates solely to the Gascoyne irrigation 
pipeline project. There were discussions between the department and Treasury as to the classification of funding 
from the federal government. Unfortunately, that came out at a time when the documents had already been 
produced. In the 2010–11 period, for example, we have royalties for regions state funding of actually $6 million 
and commonwealth funding of $5 280 000. That goes across to 2011–12, where we have $1 565 000 royalties for 
regions state funding and commonwealth funding of $1 320 000. That is a little misleading and it was an error 
between us and the Department of Treasury and Finance on that item.  

Mr P.T. MILES: Part of the question was: what is the irrigation pipeline?  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I will not go for too long; otherwise, I will be accused of wasting time or something.  

It is a replacement of an ageing pipeline that supplies water basically from the upper bore fields of the Gascoyne 
River. The pipeline runs down to supply the Carnarvon food bowl—the irrigation area in Carnarvon. It is a very 
old pipeline; it is over 25 years old, or something like that. It is leaky. Having said this, the irrigators in the 
Carnarvon basin are very good users of water because they use very good irrigation systems, but they are being 
let down with this leaky pipe that is delivering water from the upper reaches to the irrigation area.  

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: I thought the minister was also willing to tell us how much the cooperative is putting in.  

Mr P.T. MILES: My question was also: is this pipeline going to be delivering more water because it is a bigger 
pipeline in that process, or is it the same size?  
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Dr G.G. JACOBS: It will deliver more water. We believe that it will reduce the losses. It will increase the water 
security and stimulate the economy. The recipient of the funding will be the Gascoyne Water Asset Mutual 
Cooperative Limited, which will project manage delivery of the pipeline. Construction is expected to begin later 
on this year into 2010–11. GWAMCO has committed to a figure for construction. I did quote a figure, but I want 
to be sure of the GWAMCO contribution, so I will ask John Loney from water reform policy area about those 
figures.  

Mr J. Loney: GWAMCO will be committing an additional $5.9 million, so the total project is $19 million from 
three separate funding sources.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Further to that answer: if we went to the income statement on page 739, that is the exact 
amount for royalties for regions. It is not necessarily misleading, and what the government has actually done is 
contained further on in the budget statements.  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I thank the member for that assistance!  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: No worries! I am here to help! 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: However, I was asked about the $11 million by the member for Wanneroo.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: No, the member for Wanneroo does not know anything about water, but I am here to help 
the minister!  

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The member knows everything about it, does he?  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: No, I never said that at all.  

The CHAIRMAN: I have listed the member for Cockburn for the next question.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: The minister knows about this because I asked this same question of him yesterday. In terms 
of royalties for regions funding, particularly for this project, did the department seek that funding from royalties 
for regions or did royalties for regions just give the department the money? This is exactly the same question I 
asked the minister yesterday when he was representing the portfolio of environment. The second point is an issue 
with this extra water from the new bore fields, and I hope it is not an issue that has been repeated so far and that 
relates to fair and equal access to that water.  

[7.50 pm] 

A lot of small growers have been treated unfairly, they believe, in and around Carnarvon by GWAMCO over the 
actual access to that water; for example, when large growers in the Carnarvon region, as the minister knows, 
overdrew their entitlements last year and into this year and really should have been prosecuted, they were 
exempted from that prosecution after intervention by the local member directly to the minister. That has really 
put the small growers offside. Given the extension of these bore fields, how are those small growers going to be 
treated fairly and equally in accessing that water, given that it will be controlled by GWAMCO? There is also 
the question of royalties for regions. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I do not know how many questions the member has in there. 

The CHAIRMAN: He has linked them rather cleverly, minister. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The last question the member asked was about royalties. I think it is fair to say that we put a 
case. We believe that the Collie and region project is truly a new project that is beneficial to the region. A good 
case can be made that it is of great benefit to the region. It is significant. If we let Wellington Dam go saline, 
anything over 900 parts per million, we will put all the irrigators out of business. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I know, but we are talking about the Gascoyne. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Similarly, with other areas where we think there are significant regional economic benefits 
and a knock-on benefit, if we can make a case under royalties for regions, I do not have any qualms about that. I 
am a regional member. I recognise that these often very good projects, if they stack up, can be supported. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: The only issue is that this would normally have been built out of core funding. I am not 
disagreeing with what the minister has done. I am just saying that if that money is now being used in what would 
be core business, okay; so it is. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The member made this point yesterday when I was trying very valiantly to take the other 
chamber through the Department of Environment and Conservation portfolio. He was inferring that royalties for 
regions was backfilling and then letting the agency off the hook as far as its funding of core business was 
concerned. I could not see how either Carnarvon or Collie and these water projects could be seen in that way. 
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We are not talking about a significant quantum of funds in this scenario. If a case can be made in a regional 
context and in an economic benefit context, then we will make it. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: The test would be, would it not—if royalties for regions funding was not there, would the 
project go ahead? That is the test, is it not? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The royalties for regions program is not just a National Party project. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Slush fund. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Slush fund. 

Mr T.G. STEPHENS: You have got to get your snout in, too! 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Not at all. 

The CHAIRMAN: Members, interjections are not helpful at this stage. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: There is another part of the question, and that is the question about the overdraw and issues 
of larger growers at the expense of smaller growers. That argument was presented to me. They have a 10 000 
kilolitre licence allocation to draw off basin A, which is essentially the superficial aquifer under the lower 
reaches of the Gascoyne. There are obviously some cost benefits for the growers in using that water. It is 
relatively cheap water. Of course, there are all the considerations, because if we do overdraw, there is a 
significant risk of saltwater egress. In fact, if we get saltwater egress in that aquifer, everybody will be out of 
business. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I just want to make sure that the minister is aware that small growers will be looked after. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Just on the question about those growers that did overdraw, I said that I would consider 
holding back on infringement. I would look at it on a case-by-case basis. If there were exceptional or extreme 
circumstances, extreme weather events or whatever that could be shown — 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: To exempt them. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: — to exempt them from that overdraw, I would. I did not make a blanket exemption, and I 
will not make a blanket exemption, because we have a responsibility, as the member says, to not only them but 
also the smaller growers. As I say, if we overdraw and we get saltwater egress in that aquifer, they will all be out 
of business. 

Mr T.G. STEPHENS: I would like the minister to identify in these papers the draw down on royalties for 
regions. What are the draw downs in this water portfolio on royalties for regions funding? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: Has the member a page or a line item? 

Mr T.G. STEPHENS: I have some pages. I could give the minister some pages, but I want to know whether 
they are inclusive. Between pages 731 and 747, how many times have the operators drawn down on royalties for 
regions funding? 

Mr P.T. MILES: The Water Corporation is — 

The CHAIRMAN: Interjections are disorderly, member for Wanneroo. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I am not trying to be obstructive, but the member needs to direct me to — 

Mr T.G. STEPHENS: I am directing the minister to the pages between 731 and 747. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The member should not expect me to count how many times royalties for regions are 
mentioned in the pages in the budget papers under the Department of Water. 

Mr T.G. STEPHENS: I will tell the minister then. On page 731 is reference to royalties for regions, which has 
just been raised by my colleague and which I gather is a figure of $6 million. Then on page 737 is reference to 
Collie desalination phase 2A as a draw down on royalties for regions funding. Then on that same page is 
reference to a draw down on royalties for regions funding that is listed as being for regional infrastructure and 
headworks. Then on page 744 reference is made again to drawing down on royalties for regions funding for the 
West Pilbara water security initiative of $7.1 million. Are there any additional draw downs on royalties for 
regions funding in this portfolio? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I think that is essentially correct. The member can tabulate those. I think the member might 
refer to Peter Parolo if there are any other mentions of royalties for regions and maybe then the member could 
direct us to where he is going with the question. 
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The CHAIRMAN: Members, page 744 is the next division, the Water Corporation, so everything preceding 
page 744 is appropriate to this division. 

Mr T.G. STEPHENS: In this portfolio how many times is the department drawing down on the royalties for 
regions funding? 

Mr P. Parolo: I think if we were to look at that, it would probably be ideal for us to go back and examine the 
accounts and then tabulate exactly each item and make sure that there is not a double up or appropriate cross-
referencing. If the minister wanted to answer that, I suggest that would be a supplementary question. 

The CHAIRMAN: Minister, are you prepared to provide that as supplementary information? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I am prepared to put those together. The member could probably do it himself as well, but 
we are happy to supply that. Then perhaps the member can tell me where he is going with the question. 

Mr T.G. STEPHENS: I will take that as supplementary information. 

The CHAIRMAN: For Hansard, will the minister explain exactly what he will be providing as supplementary 
information? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I will provide the appropriations in and under royalties for regions in the Department of 
Water portfolio from page 731 to page 743. 

[Supplementary Information No A40.] 
[8.00 pm] 

Mr T.G. STEPHENS: Can the minister tell me what is the distinguishing feature of the leaky pipes of the 
Gascoyne that necessitates the leaky pipes in that area of this portfolio’s operations to be a draw down on the 
royalties for regions, which is supposed to be money over and above the normal responsibilities of line agencies? 
Why is the minister breaching the policy framework for royalties for regions by singling out the leaky pipes of 
the Gascoyne as the area for receipt of a funding program that — 

The CHAIRMAN: Member for Pilbara, that is time. 

The appropriation was recommended. 
 


